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into the window every 4 clock cycles 
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Highlights/Accomplishments: 
REAG WSR SEE Results 
Error rates are significantly dependent on Threshold 
LET(LET1h) 
Choice of design impacted LET1h ... number of C-Cells 
between DFFs 
NASA 
Choice of data pattern and frequency of operation impacted 
LET1h (>2 orders of magnitude) 
Low Frequency U Increased Frequency 
LETth MeV*cm2/mg llaii;i >37 g1 8< LET1h <30 
Bit Error Rate ( errors/bit-day) dEb,/dt =1x10·10 1 1x10·10<ciE /dt <5x10·8 bit 
I 
If Frequency or data pattern were not varied 
during testing, then an incorrect LETth and 
dEb/dt would had been calculated Page9 
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Highlights/Accomplishments: 
Texas A&M Heavy Ion Results 
Counters versus WSRs 
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Summary 
Because configuration, global routes, and 
configuration is hardened in the RTAXs device, 
P .SET -.sEu becomes the most significant source 
ot upsets in radiation environments 
The ratio of combinatorial logic delay to clock 
frequency within a data path will drive PsET-,sEu· 
Hence, Choice of Architecture and frequency 
can significantly affect SEE cross section and 
bit error rate RT AXs characterization 
Counter Arrays were driven near their top speed 
while containing several combinatorial logic 
levels. Subsequently they produced the lowest 
LETth-}Highest bit error rate versus the shift 
register designs 
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